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UD FACULTY TO ARGUE

I

THE END OF HISTORY I

Does the worldwide move toward democracy as the government
of choice mean that history has come to a close? Three
University of Dayton faculty members will lead a discussion on
"The End of History: Has History Really Ended?" on Friday,
Jan. 26 at 3 p.m. in the staff dining room of the Kennedy Union
on campus.
The theories of German philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel, whose chief follower was Karl Marx, propose that the
purpose of history is the realization of human freedom. "The
idea is that eastern Europe moving toward democracy means that
the world has reached a point of no return, and democracy is the
final form that any government is meant to take," said Xavier
Monasterio, organizer of the Friday afternoon faculty
discussions.
Leading the informal discussion will be Jaroslaw
Bilocerkowycz, assistant professor of political science; James
Daraja, visiting assistant professor of philosophy; and Tom
Sanders, assistant professor of history. About 60 faculty
members are expected to attend the happy-hour session. For more
information, contact Xavier Monasterio at (513) 229-2843.
JAN. 26-28:

LITTLE SIBLINGS TO JOIN UD COMMUNITY FOR A WEEKEND

University of Dayton students will share their campus "home
away from home" with their teenaged brothers and sisters during
Little Siblings Weekend 1990 Jan. 26-28 at UD. About 120 guests
are expected.
Friday evening activities include movies at 8 p.m. and
10 p.m. in Wohlleben Hall and a battle of the bands at 8 p.m. in
the Kennedy Union Pub, and Saturday afternoon events will include
campus tours, game room activities, recreational sports and a
pizza party at 5 p.m. in the Kennedy Union Pub. An after-hours
party will be held in the Kennedy Union, with a dance in the Pub,
from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. on saturday. students may also elect to
take their siblings to the theatre division production of
"Twelfth Night" on Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Kennedy
Union Boll Theatre, or the UD vs. Detroit basketball game at the
UD Arena at 8 p.m. on Saturday.
Little Siblings Weekend 1990 is sponsored by the Student
Government Association (SGA) and the University Activities
Organization. For more informa
n, call SGA at (513) 229-4444.
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